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Abstract— To ensure the integrity of data in storage outsourcing Provable data possession (PDP) is a technique. In this paper, there
is the construction of an efficient PDP scheme for distributed cloud storage to support the scalability of service and data migration,
where the existence of multiple cloud service providers to cooperatively store and maintain the client‘s data. This paper presents a
cooperative PDP (CPDP) scheme based on homomorphic verifiable response and hash index hierarchy.
In this paper proof of the security of CPDP scheme based on multi-prover zero-knowledge proof system, which can satisfy
completeness, knowledge soundness, and zero-knowledge properties, is given.
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INTRODUCTION

By providing a comparably low-cost, scalable, position-independent platform for clients‘ data, cloud storage service has become a
faster profit growth point. The cloud computing environment is constructed based on open architectures and interfaces, so has the
capability to incorporate multiple internal / external cloud services together to provide high interoperability. We call such a distributed
cloud environment as a multi/hybrid Cloud.
There are various tools and technologies for multicloud, such as Platform VM Orchestrator, VMware vSphere, and Ovirt. These
technologies and tools help cloud providers construct a distributed cloud storage platform (DCSP) for managing clients data. If such
an important platform is vulnerable to security attacks, it would bring irretrievable losses to the clients. So, it is indispensable for
cloud service providers (CSPs) to provide security techniques for managing their storage services.
Provable data possession (PDP) [2] or known as proofs of retrievability (POR) [3] is such a probabilistic proof technique for a
storage provider to prove the integrity and ownership of clients‘ data without downloading data. The Scalable PDP [4], Dynamic PDP
[5] are not suitable for a multi-cloud environment.
To provide a low-cost, scalable, location independent platform for managing clients‘ data, current cloud storage systems adopt
several new distributed file systems, Apache HDFS, GFS, Amazon S3 File System, CloudStore etc. These file systems share some
similar features: a single metadata server provides centralized management by a global namespace; files are split into blocks or chunks
and stored on block servers; and the systems are comprised of interconnected clusters of block servers. Those features enable cloud
service providers to store and process large amounts of data. It is crucial to offer an efficient verification on the integrity and
availability of stored data for detecting faults and automatic recovery. Moreover, this verification is necessary to provide reliability by
automatically maintaining multiple copies of data and automatically redeploying processing logic in the event of failures.
Although existing schemes can make a false or true decision for data possession without downloading data at untrusted stores,
and are not suitable for a distributed cloud storage environment as they were not originally constructed on interactive proof system.
They use an authenticated skip list to check the integrity of file blocks adjacently in space. They did not provide any algorithms for
constructing distributed Merkle trees that are necessary for efficient verification in a multi-cloud environment. When a client asks
for a file block, the server needs to send the file block along with a proof for the intactness of the block. This process incurs
significant communication overhead in a multi-cloud environment, since the server in one cloud typically needs to generate such a
proof with the help of other cloud storage services, where the adjacent blocks are stored.
The schemes PDP [2], CPOR-I [5], and CPOR-II [6] are constructed on homomorphic verification tags by which the server
can generate tags for multiple file blocks in terms of a single response value. However, that doesn‘t mean the responses from multiple
clouds can be also combined into a single value on the client side. For lack of homomorphic responses, clients must invoke the PDP
protocol repeatedly to check the integrity of file blocks stored in multiple clouds servers. Also, clients need to know the exact position
of each file block in a multi-cloud environment. In addition, the verification process in such a case will lead to high communication
overheads and computation costs at client sides as well. Therefore, it is of utmost necessary to design a cooperative PDP model to
reduce the storage and network overheads and enhance the transparency of verification activities in cluster-based cloud storage
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systems. Moreover, such a cooperative PDP scheme should provide features for utimely detecting abnormality and renewing multiple
copies of data.
Existing PDP schemes have various security properties such as public verifiability, dynamics, scalability and privacy preservation.
There are some potential attacks:
1) Data Leakage Attack: Here an adversary can easily obtain the stored data through verification process after running or wiretapping
sufficient verification communications.
2) Tag Forgery Attack: a dishonest CSP can deceive the clients. These attacks may cause potential risks for privacy leakage and
ownership cheating and can more easily compromise the security of a distributed cloud system than a single cloud system.

LITERATURE SURVEY
To check the availability and integrity of outsourced data in cloud storages two basic approaches called Provable Data
Possession (PDP) [2] and Proofs of Irretrievability (POR) [3].
PDP: Ateniese et al. [2] first proposed the PDP model for ensuring possession of files on untrusted storages and provided an RSAbased scheme. They also proposed a publicly verifiable version, which allows anyone to challenge the server for data possession. This
property greatly extended application areas of PDP protocol due to the separation of data owners and the users. But these schemes are
insecure against replay attacks in dynamic scenarios because of the dependencies on the index of blocks. And they do not fit for multicloud storage due to the loss of homomorphism property in the verification process.
Scalable PDP/dynamic PDP: In order to support dynamic data operations a lightweight PDP scheme based on cryptographic hash
function and Symmetric key encryption is proposed. But the servers can deceive the owners by using previous metadata or responses
Due to the lack of randomness in the challenges. The numbers of updates and challenges are limited and fixed in advance and users
cannot perform block insertions anywhere.
DPDP-I and DPDP-II: There are two Dynamic PDP schemes with a hash function tree to realize 𝑂(log 𝑛) communication and
computational costs for a 𝑛-block file. The basic scheme, called DPDP-I, retains the drawback of Scalable PDP, and in the ‗blockless‘
scheme, called DPDPII,the data blocks {𝑚𝑖𝑗 }𝑗∈[1,𝑡] can be leaked by the response of a challenge, 𝑀 =Σ𝑡𝑗=1 𝑎𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑗, where 𝑎𝑗 is a
random challenge value.
All above schemes are not effective for a multi-cloud environment because the verification path of the challenge block cannot be
stored completely in a cloud.
POR scheme: It relies largely on preprocessing steps that the client conducts before sending a file to a CSP. Unfortunately, these
operations prevent any efficient extension for updating data.
Compact POR: It is an improved version of POR protocol. It uses homomorphic property to aggregate a proof into 𝑂(1) authenticator
value and 𝑂(𝑡) computation cost for 𝑡 challenge blocks, but their solution is also static and could not prevent the leakage of data
blocks in the verification process.
A dynamic scheme with 𝑂(log 𝑛) cost: By integrating the Compact POR scheme and Merkle Hash Tree (MHT) into the DPDP.
A distributed cryptographic system: It allows a set of servers to solve the PDP problem. This system is based on an integrityprotected error correcting code (IP-ECC), which improves the security and efficiency of existing tools. However, a file must be
transformed into 𝑙 distinct segments with the same length, which are distributed across 𝑙 servers. Hence, this system is more suitable
for RAID rather than cloud storage.
PROPOSED WORK

For addressing the problem of provable data possession in distributed cloud environments from the following aspects: high
security, transparent verification, and high performance.
To achieve this verification framework for multi-cloud storage along with two fundamental techniques: hash index hierarchy
(HIH) and homomorphic verifiable response (HVR) is proposed.
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Then possibility of constructing a cooperative PDP (CPDP) scheme without compromising data privacy based on modern
cryptographic techniques, such as interactive proof system (IPS) is proposed. Then an effective construction of CPDP scheme using
above-mentioned structure is introduced. Then security analysis of our CPDP scheme from the IPS model is given. As this
construction is a multi-prover zero-knowledge proof system (MP-ZKPS) [11], which has completeness, knowledge soundness, and
zero-knowledge properties which ensure that CPDP scheme can implement the security against data leakage attack and tag forgery
attack.
A. Verification framework for multi-cloud storage:
The majority of existing PDP schemes are incapable to satisfy the inherent requirements from multiple clouds in terms of
communication and computation costs. To address this consider a multi-cloud storage service as shown in Fig 1.

Fig 1: Architecture for data integrity in multicloud environment
A data storage service involves three different entities: Clients who have a large amount of data to be stored in multiple clouds and
have the permissions to access and manipulate stored data. Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) who work together to provide data storage
services and have enough storages and computation resources. Trusted Third Party (TTP) who is trusted to store verification
parameters and offer public query services for these parameters.
This architecture consist the existence of multiple CSPs to cooperatively store and maintain the clients‘ data alongwith CPDP to
verify the integrity and availability of their stored data in all CSPs.
The verification procedure:
I.A client (data owner) uses the secret key to pre-process a file which consists of a collection of 𝑛 blocks, generates a set of public
verification information that is stored in TTP, transmits the file and some verification tags to CSPs, and may delete its local copy.
II.By using a verification protocol, the clients can issue a challenge for one CSP to check the integrity and availability of outsourced
data with respect to public information stored in TTP.
B.Defination of Co-operative PDP:
A cooperative provable data possession scheme S′ is a collection of two algorithms and an interactive proof system, S′ = (K, T, P).
KeyGen (1k): It takes a security parameter k as input, and returns a secret key sk or a public-secret key pair (pk, sk).
TagGen(sk, F,P): It takes as inputs a secret key sk, a file F, and a set of cloud storage providers P = {Pk}, and returns the triples (ζ ,ψ,
σ), where ζ is the secret of tags, ψ = (u,H) is a set of verification parameters u and an index hierarchy H for F, σ = {σ(k)}Pk∈ P
denotes a set of all tags, σ(k) is the tags of the fraction F(k) of F in Pk.
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Proof(P, V ): It is a protocol of proof of data possession between the CSPs (P = {Pk}) and a verifier (V), that is,(ΣPk∈ PPk(F(k),
σ(k)), V) (pk, ψ), where each Pk takes as input a file F(k) and a set of tags σ(k), and a public key pk and a set of public parameters ψ is
the common input between P and V . At the end of the protocol run, V returns a bit {0|1} denoting false and true where, ΣPk∈ P
denotes the collaborative computing in Pk ∈ P.
C. Hash Index Hierarchy for CPDP:
This work addresses the construction of an efficient PDP scheme for distributed cloud storage to support data migration and
scalability of service, where the existence of multiple cloud service providers to cooperatively store and maintain the clients‘ data is
considered. It presents a cooperative-PDP (CPDP) scheme based on homomorphic verifiable response and hash index hierarchy.
Multi-prover zeroknowledge proof system is used to prove the security of this scheme, which can satisfy knowledge soundness,
completeness and zero-knowledge properties.

a. Hash index hierarchy: Architecture used in cooperative PDP scheme to support distributed cloud storage as shown in Fig 2.

.
Fig 2: Index-hash hierarchy of CPDP model.
This hierarchical structure ℋ consists of three layers to represent relationships among all blocks for stored resources.
a) Express Layer: offers an abstract representation of the stored resources.
b) Service Layer: offers and manages cloud storage services.
c) Storage Layer: realizes data storage on many physical devices.
This hierarchy used to organize data blocks from multiple CSP services into a large size file by shading their differences among
these cloud storage systems. The resource in Express Layer are split and stored into three CSPs in Service Layer. After that each CSP
fragments and stores the assigned data into the storage servers in Storage Layer. It follows the logical order of the data blocks to
organize the Storage Layer.
b. Homomorphic Verifiable Response:
A response is called homomorphic verifiable response in a PDP protocol, if given two responses 𝜃𝑖 and 𝜃𝑗 for two challenges 𝑄𝑖
and 𝑄𝑗 from two CSPs, there exists an efficient algorithm to combine them into a response 𝜃 corresponding to the sum of the
challenges 𝑄𝑖 ∪𝑄𝑗. It is the key technique of CPDP as it reduces the communication bandwidth as well as conceals the location of
outsourced data in the distributed cloud storage environment.

c. Security Analysis:
Multi-prover zero-knowledge proof system is directly used for security, which satisfies following properties:
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1) Collision resistant for index-hash hierarchy: The index hash hierarchy in CPDP scheme is collision resistant, even if the client
generates files with the same file name and cloud name collision doesn‘t occur there.
2) Completeness property of verification: In this scheme, the Completeness property implies public verifiability property. Due to this
property allows client as well as anyone other than client (data owner) can challenge the cloud server for data integrity and data
ownership without the need for any secret information.
3) Zero-knowledge property of verification: This paper makes use of the zero-knowledge property to preserve the privacy of data
blocks and signature tags. Initially, randomness is adopted into the CSPs‘ responses in order to resist the data leakage attacks.
4) Knowledge soundness of verification: The soundness means that it is infeasible to fool the verifier to accept false statements.
Often, the soundness can also be considered as a stricter notion of unforge ability for file tags to avoid cheating the ownership. This
denotes that the CSPs, even if collusion is tried, cannot be tampered with the data or forge the data tags if the soundness property
holds. Thus CPDP scheme can resist the tag forgery attacks to avoid cheating the CSPs‘ ownership.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper the construction of an efficient PDP scheme for distributed cloud storage is described. Based on homomorphic verifiable
response and hash index hierarchy, this paper showed that CPDP scheme provided all security properties required by zeroknowledge
interactive proof system, so that it can resist various attacks even if it is deployed as a public audit service in clouds.
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